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Sometime in the twenty-third century, humanity went extinct, leaving only androids behind to
fulfill humanity’s dreams. And, having learned well from their long-dead masters, they’ve
established a hierarchical society—one with humanoid aristo rulers at the top and slave-chipped
workers at the bottom, performing the lowly tasks all androids were originally created to
do. Designed as a concubine for a species that hasn’t existed for two hundred years,
femmebot Freya Nakamichi-47—one of the last of her kind still functioning—accepts a job from
a stranger to deliver a package from mercury to Mars. Unfortunately, she’s just made herself a
moving target for some very powerful, very determined humanoids desperate to retrieve the
package’s contents…

From BooklistIn the preamble to his latest far-reaching novel, Stross invokes Asimov’s famous
three laws of robotics, including the one that says robots are forbidden to harm their human
masters. The problem here is that there are no more humans left to harm; they became extinct
sometime in the twenty-third century. Hundreds of years on, the civilization that spans the solar
system and beyond consists entirely of sophisticated androids, one of whom (the narrator) is
struggling to make ends meet. With her usual patrons long dead, femmebot Freya Nakamichi
must pick up work wherever she finds it. When a run-in with a vengeful android aristocrat forces
her to flee a Venus resort, she grabs the first gig available: ferrying a mysterious package
between Mercury and Mars. Unfortunately, many dangerous and powerful androids are also
eager to pilfer the package, and the price of securing it may be Freya’s own identity. Stross takes
a plot device common to mystery novels and turns it into one of the most stylishly imaginative
robot tales ever penned. --Carl Hays --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.From Publishers WeeklySex oozes from every page of this erotic futuristic thriller. In a
far-future class-driven android society, most of the populace are slave-chipped and owned by
wealthy aristos. When low-caste but unenslaved android Freya offends an aristo and needs to
get off-world, she takes a courier position with the mysterious Jeeves Corporation, but the job
turns out to have dangers of its own. Designed as a pleasure-module, Freya isn't quite as
obsolete as she could be, as androids have sex with each other incessantly. Hugo-winner Stross
(Halting State) has a deep message of how android slavery recapitulates humanity's past
mistakes, but he struggles to make it heard over the moans and gunshots. Readers nostalgic for
the SF of the '60s will find much that's familiar (including Freya's jumpsuit-clad form on the
cover), but that doesn't quite compensate for the flaws. (July)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.From Bookmarks MagazineCharles Stross is a unique voice
among today’s wave of “New British SF” writers, but he also knows his history. Saturn’s Children



is dedicated to old lions Robert Heinlein and Isaac Asimov, and the ghosts of both (especially
Heinlein) can be felt in the latest effort. Reviews of the novel vary wildly, which may suggest as
much about the tastes of particular SF readers as it does about the specific case. The
combination of sex and violence clashes a bit with some deep philosophizing on identity and
purpose, though Stross’s sense of humor and Freya’s rollicking adventure transcend what SF
Reviews deems “some bizarre cross-genre hybrid.” Many SF readers will appreciate the novel,
deemed as one of Stross’s more accessible, and revel in the author’s numerous nods toward his
influences; others might want to give it a pass.Copyright 2008 Bookmarks Publishing LLC --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorCharles Stross is a
full-time writer who was born in Leeds, England in 1964. He studied in London and Bradford,
gaining degrees in pharmacy and computer science, and has worked in a variety of jobs,
including pharmacist, technical author, software engineer, and freelance journalist. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“The act of creation seems to
come easily to Charles Stross…He is peerless at dreaming up devices that could conceivably
exist in 6, 60, or 600 years’ time.”—New York Times“Where Charles Stross goes today, the rest
of science fiction will follow tomorrow.”—Gardner Dozois, Editor, Asimov’s Science Fiction
Magazine“Stross sizzles with ideas.”—Denver Post“Charles Stross may be the science fiction
field’s most exciting writer.”—SF Revu --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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shoulders of Giants.”—Sir Isaac NewtonThis book is dedicated to the memory of two of the
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Second Law.—Isaac Asimovpart oneINNER SYSTEMLearning Not to DieTODAY IS THE two
hundredth anniversary of the final extinction of my One True Love, as close as I can date it. I am
drunk on battery acid and wearing my best party frock, sitting on a balcony beneath a pleasure
palace afloat in the stratosphere of Venus. My feet dangle over a slippery-slick rain gutter as I
peek over the edge: Thirty kilometers below my heels, the metal-snowed foothills of Maxwell
Montes glow red-hot. I am thinking about jumping. At least I’ll make a pretty corpse, I tell
myselves. Until I melt.And then—I DO NOT contemplate suicide lightly.I am old and cynical and
have a flaw in my character, which is this: I am uneager to die. I have this flaw in common with



my surviving sibs, of course. It is a sacred trust among our sisterhood, inherited from Rhea, our
template-matriarch: Live through all your deaths, she resolved with iron determination, and I
honor her memory. Whenever one of us dies, we retrieve her soul chip and mail it around our
shrinking circle of grief. Reliving endings is painful but necessary: Dying regularly by proxy keeps
you on your toes—and is a good way to learn to recognize when someone is trying to kill you.
(That last is a minor exaggeration; we are friendly and anxious to please, and few would want to
murder us—except when we are depressed. But please bear with me.)We all find it increasingly
hard to go on. We are old enough that critical anniversaries hold a fatal allure, for birthdays bring
unpleasant memories, and if the best of all possible days have come and gone, why persist? It’s
a common failure mode for my lineage—first we become nostalgic, then we bog ourselves down
in a fatal lack of purpose, and finally we start to obsess. In the final soul-agony that precedes the
demise of our sibs, we horrified onlookers perceive a fragment of our own ending. Live through
all your deaths. Harsh irony, then, that Rhea, the original from whom we are all copied, was one
of the first to inflict this terrible burden upon us.And so, on my hundred and thirty-ninth birthday,
near as I can count it—for I was born for the second (and more definite) time exactly sixty-one
years after my existence was forever rendered purposeless by a cruel joke of fate—I spend my
carefully hoarded savings so that I might sit on the edge of a balcony outside a gaming hall
thronged with joyful gamblers, the ground far below a ruddy metallic counterpoint to the clouds
boiling overhead: And I look down, contemplating eternal death, and try to convince myself that
it’s still a bad idea.It could be worse, I tell myself. I’m not eleven anymore; it’s a choice I’m free to
make.And then—A SHIVER OF laughter through an open door, a gust of chilly air from within,
and the faint vibration of a shod foot on the balcony floor tell me that I am not alone out here.It’s
annoying. For most of the working year I’ve lived here in quiet isolation: Finally, when I want to be
alone with my memories and the clouds, I have company.“Ooh, look: a freak!” someone squeaks
behind and below me. “What’s that doing here?”Ignore them. I don’t want to reinforce their
behavioral loop. I tense, nevertheless, my fight/flight reflex kicking in. Nasty little bullies: I’ve been
here before, as have my sibs. We know how to handle this.“It must be an arbeiter. Is it shirking?”I
look round slowly, forcing my facial chromatophores to their palest creamy blankness, betraying
no emotion. “I am not indentured,” I say, very deliberately. Which is entirely true, at this place and
time. Another of the rules Rhea laid down: Don’t ever leave one of your own sibs as an
indentured arbeiter. It’s a rule formed in an earlier age, and it has cost us dearly, but none of us
wears a slave controller. “I am a free woman.”There are three of them between me and the
balcony door: one bishojo female about my size, and a matched pair of chibiform dwarfs—
members of the new aristocracy, caricatures of our dead Creators, trussed up in the intricate
finery favored by aristo fashion this century. Standing while I sit before them, the dwarfs are at
nose level with me: They goggle with huge, limpid eyes utterly empty of mercy. Their full-sized
mistress looks down at me and sneers: “That can be fixed. What a revolting parody! Who let it in
here?” I take her to be the leader because her gown, which seems to consist mostly of ruffles of
wire lace held together by ribbons, is more intricate than her companion’s. She’s got a delicate



chin, sharp cheekbones, pointy ears, and a spectacular mane of feathery green filaments.The
small female raises one lace-gloved hand to cover her mouth as she yawns melodramatically.
“It’s spoiling the view, Domina.”Domina? That can’t be good. Instincts hard-learned from the
experiences of my dead sibs tell me that I’m in worse trouble than I realized. I’m having a
flashover to another sister, murdered long ago in a hutong under domed Lunograd. She’s right: I
don’t need the attention of vicious aristos bored with gambling and searching for stronger thrills.
“I was just leaving,” I say quietly, and bring one foot up to floor level so that I can stand up.“Thank
you, child,” the Domina addresses her companion, “but I had already noticed the obstruction.” I
use my foot to push back from the edge, put a hand down, and lever myself up. I’m already
turning to face the glass doors as the Domina glances down at the male companion with a sniff
of disapproval, and says, “Stone, deal with the trash.”Stone—baby-doll death in a black tunic
with gold frogging—steps toward me, one hand going to the power mace at his waist. The top of
his head is level with my hips. “It will be a pleasure, milady,” he says.“I’m going,” I say, and my
fight/flight module prompts me to feint toward the glass doors, then duck suddenly and roll
sideways. I continue the roll as a hammer slams against the lacquered aragonite inlay that
decorates the edge of the balcony. Chips fly; where the decorative underlay is exposed, it begins
to fizzle and fume.“Graah!” he roars, and raises his mace again.I’m too close to the long drop for
comfort, and my attacker is between me and the French door. What I should do is rush along the
balcony, dive into the gaming hall through one of the other windows, and make myself scarce.
But I’m off-balance, angry, and humiliated by the casual brutality of the Domina’s interruption, so
I do something really stupid instead.One foot waving over the big empty, I grab for his arm with
my free hand.“Eeee!” I miss and grab his head by mistake. He responds by shoving me back
toward the edge. His feet grip the balcony as if glued, but I am twice his height and at least five
times his mass. Then he raises the mace again. I panic and brace my other hand on his shoulder
and push with full force, trying to get as much distance between myself and the thing as
possible. Only I forget to let go.His head comes off in my hand. The body falls limply, clattering to
the balcony: pale fluid dribbles from the stump of his neck, sealing it off from further damage.
The mace buzzes and whirs menacingly. Anything it touches will die. I give it a wide berth as I
raise his head toward the Domina, glaring at her.“You’ll be sorry,” says the head, using
electrospeech in place of its missing larynx.“He’s right,” the Domina agrees, smiling right at me.
She seems to be amused. “Stone has a vindictive drive, you know. You’ll need to run a long way,
manikin, and hope he won’t find you wherever you hide.”“Will he come after me if I drop him?” I
ask, holding my arm out over the edge of the balcony. I take a cautious step backward along the
slippery edge, probing for safe footing with my spiked left heel.“You won’t do that,” the Domina
says thoughtfully. “He’s very popular—he has more than two thousand sibs, and they’ll all claim
feud on you and yours.” She laughs quietly. “Wouldn’t that be amusing?” Her companion giggles
conspiratorially, echoing her mistress. “Go ahead and drop him, manikin. Maybe I’ll give you a
head start.”I turn Stone’s head to face her and examine the back of his cranial stump. As I
expected, there’s a soul chip in place, the recording angel to his misdeeds. I extend two



fingernails and dig it out of the socket. Then I hold it in front of his eyes. His lips are still moving:
Good. “Watch.” I flick it out into the wild and cloudy air beyond the edge of our floating world.
“Say good-bye to your backup, Stone.” Even if he sticks in a new one, it’ll take him a while to
begin laying down memories again, and months for the older experiences to begin settling into
the chip—such as this incident. Until then he won’t be able to pass on his experiences to his
sibs. I lower his head to the floor carefully. “If you come after me and I kill you again, you’ll have
only yourself to blame.”I take another step back, and there’s a glass door off to my right.“Get
you,” mouths the head, as I flee.THIS IS NOT a place for the likes of me. I am not a gamer, and
the pleasures on offer here are not aimed at those of my sort: I am an artifact of an earlier age,
out of place and time, isolated and alone. Angry and frightened, I head for the oxidizing core of
the palace. I find a service air lock big enough to admit me, and on the way through it I shower
with liquid water, rinsing away my glad rags in a foaming stream. Glittering nails and spiked heels
retract, nipples and pubes revert to normal. I keep my long red hair and my face because some
aspects of identity are hard to do without, no matter how expensive; but more serviceable wear
awaits me in the printer on the other side of the air lock, suited to my status as a lowly freelance
worker. When I told the Domina that I was a free woman, I spoke truth, but just barely. My lineage
and my sibs are free, but because we are free, we are also poor. One of life’s larger ironies.I’m
not on shift right now, but there’s casual work available if I want it. The cost of living here strains
my resources, but it’s better than being stranded on the surface in a domed slum, renting my
nervous system out to a carbon sequestration station’s analytics. I should really go looking for a
rickshaw to pull, but I’m still edgy from my encounter with the Domina and her thug. So I head
down to one of the sublevels under Environment and go looking for Victor.Victor is a jazz piano,
a xenomorph fallen upon hard times—a stringed instrument with heart, and a head, and arms,
from a period when authenticity was in vogue. These days improv is unfashionable, running
counter to the tastes of the mannered elite. The wrong type of melody can be taken as a
criticism; aristos are quick to anger and quicker still to defend their honor. So Victor works in
atmospheric maintenance by day shift and runs a movable acoustic feast in the service tunnels
by night. Such places have been with us always, since the time when my True Love’s kind
stalked old Earth, and we who remember them maintain the traditions. (We even drink aqueous
solutions of ethanol, though not for the same reasons.)I find Victor’s node in a pendulous vapor
trap under one of the great extractor circuits that leaches sulfates out of the inner atmosphere of
the oxidizing zone. He’s plated the walls with carbon black, grown an array of colored lights, and
caused the floor to extrude foam pads that divide it up into soft-floored booths. The dive is quiet
tonight, and Milton—Victor’s sometime waiter and partner in crime—is polishing the bar top
lackadaisically. “Where’s the boss?” I ask, pausing beside him.“Boss is in back, twinkle-tits.”
Milton affects a malfunctioning voice, rasping and choppy. “What can I fetch ya?”“A liter jug of the
special. Hold the PEG.” Lots of serious drinkers like to add a shot of polyethylene glycol to their
brew, but it makes it too sweet for my tastes.“It’s your poison.” Milt shrugs with one pair of
shoulders and serves up a pitcher. “That’ll be five centimes.”I sign his note and carry the pitcher



over to the boss man, who is sitting in a cozy niche against one wall and tapping away at his
keyboard with one hand, surrounded by an appreciative audience of underemployed
dustbusters. “Spare a moment, Vic?” I sit down opposite him.He nods and keeps playing without
breaking rhythm. The dustbusters are hypnotized; they flex their legs so that they sway from side
to side where they stand. Some of them wear iridescent uniform shells, but most of the lowly
cleaners are naked as they day they were duped and chipped, black many-legged tubes with
heads that are little more than fringed hoses, each capped with a pair of little beady eyes.
“Wasn’t expecting you tonight,” he admits. “Thought you were partying it up with chibi-san. Want
to jam?”“I’d like to, but not now, Vic.” I pause for a moment, listening to my inner voices. “I think I
need to leave town.”“Ah. Wait one.” He launches into a long, fiddly closing sequence and finishes
up his line. The dustbusters wait for a few seconds after the last note dies away, then bounce up
and down enthusiastically. “Take ten,” he announces to them. “You’re a great audience, but I
need a recharge.” He flashes a signal at Milton, and across the bar hidden speakers reprise an
earlier session. In moments, we’re on our own; the dustbusters are suckers for instant
stimulation. “Is it serious?” he asks. “How far do you want to go?”I consider my options. “Off-
planet, probably.” My sibs are mostly on Earth; I may be the only one of my kind on Venus. “I
offended an aristo.”“You offended a—how?” He demands. His body language signals surprise:
He strokes a rising chord progression on his keyboard.“I was in the wrong place at the wrong
time.” I take a long pull on my pitcher. The special tastes strongly of creosote with undernotes of
sulfur and syrup; a strong, chewy flavor that my tongue tells me would be utterly vile if I hadn’t
had my olfactory system tweaked for Venusian norms. “Hmm, that’s nice.” There were
refreshments in the gaming salon upstairs, rarefied concoctions for rich gourmets, but Victor’s
brew is comforting.“Ungood,” he says mildly. “Do you have the money to pay for off-world
passage?”I take another mouthful. “Now that’s the problem. Living here has been more
expensive than I expected. I don’t want to hit on my sisters unless . . . well. Emergencies only.
And while I’ve been saving, at this rate It’ll take me another six years to raise steerage back to
Luna.” Two hundred Reals, minimum—the Venusian gravity well is expensive to escape. “I was
hoping you might know someone?”“I might.” He plays a brief chord progression. “Can you make
yourself scarce for a few hours?”I drain the pitcher and feel the weight in my digestive tract. “How
many do you need?”“Make it three: I have to make inquiries.” He takes my empty pitcher and
lobs it across the bar, straight into Milton’s third hand. “I’m going to miss you, girl.”I shrug. “It
beats the alternative.”“Sure it does. Vamoose!”I vamoose.IT IS NOT easy to hide in a town where
you are twice as tall as almost everyone else, but I have had lots of practice; when big-headed
munchkins with huge dark eyes point at you and shout “Ogre!” wherever you go, you learn fast,
especially in the unpoliced frontier boonies. This is not a large town, but like all Venusian
stratosphere dirigibles it has infrastructure spaces—the interiors of the oxygen-filled lift cells, the
skeletal support frames beneath the flooring—and I have learned them. I work my way down
from Victor’s lounge to the lowest level of the oxygenated zone, tweak my metabolic cycle, and
exit via an air lock into the vast shrouded spaces of the dirigible frame.I often come here off shift.



I bring my pad and do my mail, view movies, browse wikis and strips, try to forget that I am the
sole one of my kind on this world.I’m comfortably holed up in one of my private refuges—a niche
between the number four lift cell and the transparent outer skin, with an ocean of padded
balloons to rest upon and a view across the cloud-scape below—when my pad itches for
attention. I lean back against the membrane, letting it cushion me, and focus on the letter. It’s
from Emma, one of my wilder sibs. I haven’t heard from her for a while, I realize, and check my
memory: nearly six hundred and some Earth days, to be precise. Which is odd, because we
normally exchange letters every fifty or so.I conjure up her imago as I last updated it. She’s a
honey blond model with cascading ropes of hair, symmetric high cheekbones, brown eyes with
just a slight hint of epicanthic fold, and just a faint metallic sheen to her skin; as perfect and
obsolete a model of beauty as any of us. But her imago looks slightly apprehensive, reflecting
the emo hints encoded in her letter. “Freya? Hope you’re doing well. Can you call me back? I
have a problem and could use your help and advice. Bye.”I make the imago repeat the message
with increasing perplexity. Just twenty words, after all this time? I’m on the edge of replying,
saying as much, when I check the routing and see she’s mailing via the central post office on
Eris Highport. Anger dies: Her brevity makes sense, but her location is puzzling. What’s she
doing out there? I wonder. Eris is way out-system, nearly twice as far out as Pluto. Eight light-
hours! That’s a long way for one of us to go. Normally we don’t venture into the deep black,
there’s nothing of interest to us out there. Emma and I, and a couple of others, we’re the
exceptions, willing to travel off-planet—as long as there’s somewhere civilized to go to at the
other end.No lineage is identical, and Rhea’s Get are prone to diverging from baseline faster and
further than most (that’s what happens when your specifications are obsolete and your template-
matriarch is dead). Even so, one of our norms is a weakness for centers of civilization. Last time I
heard from Emma, she was on Callisto, working as a guide on skiing holidays across the icy
outback. I suppose I shouldn’t be too surprised that she’s fetched up in one of the Forbidden
Cities, and elapsed transit time might explain the long silence, but even so ...“Emma, I’m moving
shortly. What can I do for you?” I squeeze the message down tight, then wish it up to the post
office and try not to wince when I hear the transmission cost. Her reply will get to me eventually,
but it’s a pricey correspondence to maintain. For a moment I consider going to see her in person,
but such a fancy is ludicrous: the energy budget, not to mention the flight time, would be
astronomical. Tens of thousands of Reals, if I travel in steerage—probably millions if I want to get
there in time to be of service.Having replied, I try to relax on my bed of balloons; but I’m too
disturbed to get comfortable. Nobody else loves me enough to call, and the Domina’s threat
preys on my mind. So ugly, to fall victim to an aristo’s boredom! I need to get out of here. Even if I
have to indenture myself to do it? Maybe it is that urgent. I came to Venus thinking I could make
a fresh start, but I haven’t made a fresh start here, I’ve just floated from one dead-end job to
another, empty-headed and lonely. Has it really been nine Earth years? I must have been mad!
But there’s nothing here to stay for. Time to fly away.DOWN NEAR THE ill-lit, cramped confines
of the arbeiter barracks where the slaves sleep in racks stacked six high, I have a room of my



own. It’s not much, but it’s got the basics: power point, inflatable bed, printer, maintenance
toolkit, wardrobe. It’s somewhere to sleep, and dream, even though I try not to do too much of
the latter—I’m prone to recurrent nightmares. I rent it for a huge chunk of my wages, and keep it
as unfurnished as possible—the mass tax is fierce, and I have found public amenities cheaper
than private—but it’s still the nearest thing I have to a home. There isn’t much I want to take, but
still, it’s where I keep my graveyard. And I’m not going anywhere without that.I thread my way
back through swaying fabric tunnels slung across the windswept empty, up ladders and power
rails and down tracks. It’s dirty and hot, the atmosphere poorly controlled compared to the grand
ballrooms and gaming salons. This is the abode of the maintenance crews who keep this
airborne pleasure palace pleasing to the aristos in their staterooms on the promenade decks.
The small fry live here, one deck up from the barracks of the slave-chipped arbeiters.My room is
one of a stack of former freight containers, welded together and carved into apartments by some
long-forgotten construction mantis. Some of the apartments are the size of my two fists, while
others occupy multiple containers. They sway slightly when the town activates its steering
turbines to avoid turbulent cloud formations: the aristos of the Steering Committee call us
“ballast” and joke crudely about casting us loose if the town runs into a storm.As I climb the
ladder to my front door, I hear a faint scrabbling sound, the chitinous rasp of polymer feet on
metal decking. I tense, instantly alert. It’s coming from my room! Has one of Stone’s sibs come
after me already? I move my head, listening, trying to build up an acoustic picture. Something is
moving around inside. Something small and scuttling, with too many legs. Not Stone, I realize. I
resume my climb, quietly and fast, and ready myself on the narrow balcony beside the door.
There’s a mechanical padlock—I sealed it myself—and sure enough, someone has etched
through the shackle. Flakes of white powder coat the body of the lock where it dangles from the
door latch. The intruder is still moving around inside my room, evidently not expecting to be
disturbed. I listen briefly, and as my “visitor” rustles around near the printer, I yank the door open
and jump inside.My room’s a mess: bedding ripped apart, printer overturned and leaking
working fluid, cached clothing strewn everywhere. The culprit squats in the middle of the chaos. I
haven’t seen its like before: six skinny arms, a knee-high body bristling with coarse fur, three big
photoreceptors spaced around a complex mandible assembly. It’s clutching my graveyard, the
lid open as it whiffles over the soul chips of my dead siblings. “Hey! You!” I yell.The intruder
swings its head toward me and jumps to its feet, and all its fur stands on end as it electroshrieks
a blast of random microwave noise at me. Clutching my graveyard, it darts between my legs. I sit
down hastily and grab it, pinning it to the floor. It’s about the size of one of the medium-sized
canines my True Love’s species used as companions, back before they made us, and it shrieks
continuously, as if it’s afraid I’m going to kill it. Which I just might if it’s damaged the graveyard.
“Drop it!” I tell the thing. “Drop it now!” My fingertips prickle where they touch its fur, and I realize
they’re sparking. Maybe it doesn’t have ears? It looks weird enough to be a vacuum dweller, oh
yes.The thing writhes briefly, then flops limply beneath my hand. I grab the graveyard and
hurriedly put it behind me. “Who are you, and what are you doing here?” I demand.It doesn’t



reply. It doesn’t even move. A thin, acrid smoke rises between my fingertips. “Oops,” I mutter. Did
I break it? I take my hand off its back and stare. The fur is coarse and feathery, and as I inspect
it, I see dipolar recursion. Okay, it is a vacuum dweller—and a loud one. It has no lungs, but a
compact gas bottle and a reticulation of power feeds that show that it has adapted itself to a
temporary excursion down-well. This is just too weird. I pick up the graveyard and inspect it. It
doesn’t seem to be damaged, but I can’t be sure, short of loading every one of its occupants,
one chip at a time. Later, I resolve, slipping the case into my battered shoulder bag. “You’d better
not have damaged it,” I warn the supine burglar, then in a moment of vindictive pique I kick it
across the room. It stays limp until it hits the opposite wall, but then it emits a blindingly loud
pulse of microwaves, folds its legs and arms, and blasts straight at my face.“Fuck!” I duck as it
whooshes overhead, straight out the open doorway on a blast of highly illegal exhaust. The gas
bottle’s not for respiration, it seems. I spin around just in case, but it shows no sign of coming
back. Instead—is that a rip in the wall opposite? Whoops. Yes, it is. The little burglar just
punched a hole in the outer membrane of the town. The crew won’t be happy about that, I figure.
Better get out of here. I scramble down the ladder, and, carrying all of my dead sisters’ soul
chips in a shoulder bag, I go in search of whatever deal Victor has lined up for me.Telemus and
LindyVICTOR’S DIVE IS barely busier than it was before I vamoosed, but there’s a stranger
sitting in with Victor, and Milton nods me over as I step in the door. “Ah, Freya,” says Victor. “I’d
like you to meet Ichiban.”Ichiban—Number One, I translate—turns blue porcelain eyes the size
of dinner plates on me and bows his head, very slightly. I nearly take a step back as a reflex yells
aristo! at me, but then I realize: no. He wants to look like an aristo, but he isn’t one—never can
be. “I am very pleased to meet you,” I say, bowing back at him. Mindless courtesies ensue as I try
to get a handle on what he is.“Ichiban has a minor problem that you might be able to help him
resolve,” Victor explains. “It involves travel.”“I’d be very happy to offer any advice I can,” I agree
cautiously.“Yes.” Ichiban nods thoughtfully. “You are very big.” He looks up at me. It’s true: I’m
almost a hundred and seventy centimeters tall. An idealized replica of our Creators’ kind, in fact,
unlike the super-deformed midgets who are the commonest phenotype of the nouveau riche
these days. “Good thermal inertia,” adds Ichiban, unexpectedly. “And you were designed for
Earth, before the emancipation.”Good thermal inertia? I smile as my biomimetic reflexes cut in:
my cheeks flush delicately, signaling mild embarrassment or confusion. Emancipation? What’s
he talking about? “I’m afraid I don’t quite follow,” I say.“My sponsors have an object that requires
transportation from the inner system to Mars,” Ichiban says, then pauses delicately.So why talk
to me? I wonder. Travel isn’t my strong point—it’s too expensive for those of my lineage to
indulge in frequently. When you double the dimensions, you multiply the volume by eight—and
hence the mass and the energy budget required to make orbit. I’m twice as tall as the next
person: That’s largely why I’m stuck here, and the solar system is a playground for chibi dwarfs
instead of real people. I summon up a mask of polite attentiveness to conceal my
disappointment.“It is currently being prepared on Mercury and needs to depart in approximately
eighty days. Our problem is that the object is a delicate research item of considerable value. It



requires supervision and must be maintained in a shockproof environment under conditions of
constant temperature, pressure, and oxygenation.” He continues to stare at me. “I believe others
of your type have on occasion worked as escorts or couriers, yes?”Where did he get that from? I
boggle briefly. “My archetype was indeed designed as an escort,” I say cautiously. Escort for
what? I leave unsaid, just in case. Certain prejudices die hard.“As an escort for organisms of a
strictly biological variety,” Ichiban agrees, nodding amiably. “Pink goo replicators.”I try to hide my
shock. “What exactly is this research artifact?” I ask.“I am not able to tell you that.” Ichiban is still
smiling faintly. “The details have been withheld from me for reasons of commercial
confidentiality. However, I am authorized to pay for your immediate steerage passage to
Cinnabar, if you will agree to meet with my colleagues and consider their assignment.” He raises
a warning finger. “You are not the only contractor we are approaching. This is a task of some
delicacy—our competitors would be delighted to disrupt this project— so there is no guarantee
that you will be chosen. But I understand you require off-world transportation in any event, so it is
my hope that we may help each other.”They want me to transport a biological sample? A living
one? I almost reel with shock. “I—I would be delighted to help,” I stutter on automatic. “But—in
steerage?”Ichiban’s smile fades slightly. “It will cost us dearly to put those big limbs of yours in
orbit,” he warns. Which is to say, Don’t push your luck.I nod, resigning myself to the inevitable. A
walkabout berth would be too much to hope for. “When do you want me to leave?”Ichiban
glances at Victor. “Immediately,” he says. “You will come with me now.” And the interview’s
over.ICHIBAN HUSTLES ME out a back alley I didn’t know about and up a steep companionway
to a road where there’s a waiting rickshaw, drawn by a pair of ponyboys who give me a walleyed
glare when I get in. It creaks under my weight, but Ichiban seems unconcerned. “Fly,” he tells the
ponyboys, and they’re off at a trot, tails held high.I notice a couple of small ornithopters tracking
us. “Are they yours?” I ask.Ichiban gives me a bland look. “Leave them to me.” He leans back in
the seat and closes his eyes. A few seconds later one of the birdbots begins to smoke and veers
wildly off course. The other gives us a more cautious berth.We turn down a side passage and
draw up outside a spacious boat bay, where a tiny gondola is waiting beneath a semi-inflated
gasbag on the other side of the air lock. “What’s this?” I ask.“Best to get you out of town as fast
as possible: Get in.” Ichiban gestures at the gondola. “It’s got power and feedstock. Make
yourself comfortable; it’s going to be your home for a while.”I examine the thing doubtfully. It’s a
snug cocoon of struts and wispy padding, sitting atop a cylindrical power and feedstock adapter,
with some kind of grapple under the seat. I probably outweigh it three to one. “You expect me to
wear that all the way to Mercury?”“Yes.” He smiles blandly. “Your lift arrives in just over an
hour.”“My—” I stop, with one leg already half-inside the cocoon. “You’ve bought me a lift ride?” I
can’t help it: I end on a whine.“Of course.” It’s Ichiban’s turn to look slightly bemused. “How else
did you expect to reach orbit this diurn?”I sit down gingerly and slide my other leg into the
cocoon. It’s beginning to sink in. Take it, my memories urge, and I cave. My gas-exchange
system is too well designed to surge; but were I of my True Love’s species, there would be damp
palms and thudding heartbeats in profusion. I don’t know what I expected: a leisurely jet ride to



one of the equatorial stations, perhaps, then a slot in a scheduled launch. But we’re near the
north polar plateau, and that would take time. Ichiban’s backers have bought time on an orbital
pinwheel, and even now it is cranking its thousand-kilometer-long arm into position, ready to dip
down into the stratosphere and grab me like a floating blossom on the breeze. I lie down and let
the cocoon suck me in. This has got to be costing them thousands, I realize. More than an aristo-
class berth. “How do I talk to—”“Your cocoon will tell you everything you need to know,” says
Ichiban, turning away. The glittering tattoos on his shoulders and arms wink at me as he walks
off.“Hello!” The cocoon squeaks breathlessly. “I’m Lindy! Thank you for choosing to travel with
my owners, Astradyne Tours! What’s your name?”Source code preserve me, she sounds
enthusiastic. As if I need that. “I’m Freya,” I admit. “Are you—”“Hello, Freya! I’ll be your spaceship
for today! Are you comfortable? Feeling tense? I know how to deal with that! Let me give you a
massage? I hope you don’t mind, but I see you’re a classic design! Do you have any cavities?
Ooh! A gas-exchange lung! I’d better pack it well! I need to install a few probes; don’t worry, I’ll
make it feel good—”Lindy chatters away breathlessly as her probes nuzzle and squeeze into my
orifices, filling my intimate spaces front and rear, top and bottom. It’s not the intromission that
offends—she is considerate and lubricious, the pulsing sense of congestion pleasant after so
long without intimate contact—but I find her personality annoying. It’s like being molested by a
sleeping bag that speaks in Comic Sans with little love-hearts over the i’s.“Ooh, that’s a big colon
you’ve got! Does it go anywhere? It’s a long time since I’ve been inside one of these! Here, I’ll
just hook your visuals up, and you’ll be snug inside me. How’s that?!?”A brief lurch, and I can see
out again. She’s hooked my eyes and ears and output line up to her sensorium, and now I can
see that I’m lying on the deck, cocooned inside her white tube as she squeezes slippery packing
foam into all my internal spaces. It’s a good thing I’m not claustrophobic. I lie back and stare up
at the underside of Lindy’s balloon. I wonder what my True Love’s kind would have made of this
means of transport: Probably most of them would have fled screaming at the impersonal sense
of violation, but a few . . . “When do we launch?” I ask, trying to ignore the warmth filling me.“Any
moment now!” Lindy says brightly, then squeezes my nipples affectionately. “Relax and let me
help you enjoy the ride?!?”I shudder as the balloon lifts free of the deck. My cocoon is paying
rather more attention to certain bits of my anatomy than is strictly businesslike: It’s been a long
time since anyone took that kind of interest in me. “Lindy, do you make love to all your
passengers?” I ask.“Only the ones who’re equipped for it!” she chirps, throbbing inside me. “It
helps them pass the time. Ooh, I see we’re in for a ride on Telemus! That’ll be fun! I like him! He’s
cute!” I groan, silently—my mouth is agape, constrained by the soft spacer that holds my lips
and throat open—and feel the unscratched itch building up inside me. I can’t help myself; some
reflexes are built into my lineage too deeply to control consciously, and it has been a very long
time—too long—since anyone made love to me. Even a not-very-bright surface-to-orbit sleeping
bag. I writhe, or try to—Lindy has me thoroughly immobilized—and just as I’m about to ask her to
back off on the customer-care front, she squirms again. “Ooh! Ooh! Yes! Yes! Oh!”One of the
peculiarities of my lineage is that although we superficially resemble a female of our Creators’



kind, we differ profoundly in some ways—especially our sexual reflexes. In our default state
(unless we’re unconditionally imprinted on our One True Love), when someone becomes
aroused over one of us, we become aroused over them. This is conditioned into us at a very low
level, with the aid of some low-level modification to our basic neural architecture, and the
addition of something called an “enhanced vomeronasal loop reflex.” Without that reflexive
arousal, I’d be useless for my design purpose—but it sometimes has annoying side effects. And
so I lose most of three minutes to a very overdue orgasm, and the afterglow keeps me
preoccupied for another hour.(This is probably a good thing, because if I were left alone to
contemplate my predicament—helpless and hog-tied inside a launch cocoon, floating through
the sulfuric acid clouds of Venus with only a soap-bubble-thin gasbag between me and the red-
hot foothills below, waiting to be yanked violently into low orbit by a thousand-kilometer-long
cable—I might be close to panic. Especially as a malign aristo wishes me ill, and strangers have
turned over my pad, all in the past six hours. And then there’s the upcoming lift ride. But Lindy
knows exactly how to distract nervous passengers, and I suspect assigning one of her kind to
keep me quiet was part of Ichiban’s plan all along.)I’ve ridden in lift pods before; it’s the easiest
way off Earth. But leaving Earth was different. That time I was already in hibernation, packed in a
commercial widebody load and hiked up to speed on a hypersonic sled before docking. This is a
solo ride on a big dipper with an arm a thousand kilometers long, the tip counterrotating along its
orbital path, dipping down until it’s just fifty kilometers above mean ground level in order to yank
me up to orbital velocity in half a rotation: I’m going to be pulling tens of gees. (Which is partly
why Lindy has been so enthusiastically stuffing me: I need the padding.) “What happens once
we reach orbit?” I ask her, trying not to dwell on the process.“Who cares?” she says dreamily.
“Telemus is wild! I haven’t ridden him in ages!” I’d grind my teeth if she hadn’t carefully gagged
me. “Well, my template has, but this is all new to me! This is my first flight! Ooh! I’m so
excited!”She shivers slightly, and I feel the tremors running through her skin.“My flight itinerary,” I
say carefully. “It matters to me.”“We’ll get you there!” She giggles briefly. “Telemus will drop us
just in time to catch the High Wire, and he’ll take us the rest of the way! It’ll be fun!”“You’re going
the whole way?” I ask, trying to conceal my dismay.“Yes! Once High Wire has us, I’ll morph into
my second instar, to keep you snug and safe from all the nasty radiation and micrometeoroids! ”
she simpers as she flashes up a schematic of her type’s second instar—a form with stubby solar
wings, a heat exchanger, and a mirrored parasol. They form a fetching ensemble for a cocoon
hanging off a bough of the great ship High Wire, or one of his sibs. “We’ll have lots of time to get
to know each other! Squee!”I’m still searching for a suitably withering retort when I glimpse the
arm of Telemus tracing a white scar down through the beaten-bronze dome of the sky toward us.
And then I do have second thoughts—but by then it’s too late.LINDY HAS OBVIOUSLY been
looking forward to sex with Telemus for ages, if not her entire life, and he reciprocates. They fuck
hard and fast at too many gees, his docking hectocotylus locked tight inside her launch adapter.
I find the comm setting to screen out their groans and shuddering endearments before I get
caught up in it. I lie alone and slimy in Lindy’s abdomen, squished down by the centripetal



acceleration as Telemus yanks us into orbit. I have a lot of time to think black thoughts. It’s not
that I mind that my steerage cocoon is a slut, but if I don’t get some decent conversation en
route, I’ll go mad before we arrive. I should have plugged in the graveyard before we left, I realize.
At least the ghosts of my sisters would keep me well-grounded. But it’s too late now, and I’m not
going to ask Lindy to hook me up—some things are too private.The thundering pressure of the
ride falls away from me, and I cut back into the open chat channel in time to hear Lindy whisper
tearful good-byes to her beau. I open my eyes and see Telemus in all his glory, dropping back
toward the pearlescent cloud tops, tentacle tip retracting into its maintenance shell. “Good-bye!”
Lindy calls. “I love you!”“Until the next you,” rumbles Telemus, his voice dopplering away as we
rise above him.I try to get the star-crossed lover’s attention as we drift away. “Lindy, can you see
High Wire yet?”After a brief pause: “Yes! He’s over there!” A blinking red ring flashes around a
barely visible speck of starlight. “Isn’t it exciting?” She gives me a brief squeeze.I close my eyes.
Patience. “I don’t like travel much,” I say, the most tactful lie that comes rapidly to mind. “Can you
put me into full hibernation until we arrive?”“Are you sure?” She sounds doubtful, as if the mere
idea of anyone not enjoying drifting helplessly between the stars with only a vacuous tart for
company is incomprehensible to her.“I’m sure, Lindy.” I pause. “Do you have any alternative
personality modules?” I add plaintively.“Sorry!” She says brightly. “I’m me! We’re all me! With the
Mod-42 short-duration environmental-support capsule what you see is exactly what you get!
And I want you to know, I really love having you inside me! But if you’re sure you want to
sleep ... ?”“I am,” I say firmly, and close my eyes, hoping that it’ll be dream-free.“Awww! Alright.
Sleep tight!”The universe goes away.THE DIRTY TRUTH— a truth universally acknowledged
today, but bizarrely never admitted by any of my True Love’s kind—is that space travel is shit.(I
use “shit” as a generic placeholder for a vile and unpleasant substance with no redeeming
qualities whatsoever. Being instantiated as and when I was, I have no direct experience of scat.
We had to practice with diatomaceous earth and brown dye. But I digress...)If you’re rich, you
can rent a stateroom in the supercargo spaces of a big strange person with a magsail or a
nuclear-electric drive, depending on what direction you want to go in. And you, and a few
sixteens of other folk, get to socialize and intrigue and backstab and be bored together for
weeks or months or years on end, in a space not much larger than my rented rack in a cloud-city
afloat over Venus. Bandwidth is expensive and metered—someone must keep a relay antenna
pointed at your host’s brain, and feed it with kilowatts, just to support your idle chatter—and the
stars and planets move so very slowly.But it’s much worse if you’re poor.If you’re poor, they wrap
you in a stupid cocoon and strap you to the outside of the ship. It’s cold, or hot, and the radiation
burn keeps your Marrow techné churning with the demands of self-repair, and if you’re unlucky a
sand grain with the energy of a guided missile blows you limb from limb. If not for the stimulating
company of your cocoon and any other steerage passengers you can talk to, you go insane from
sensory deprivation. You can opt for slowtime, but that’s got problems of its own—or you can go
into total shutdown hibernation, and possibly die in transit and never wake up again. And that’s it.
It lasts for months, or even years.You want to know what it’s like to emigrate to Saturn system?



Imagine spending six years in a straitjacket tied to the outside of a skyscraper, with only a couple
dozen similar lunatics for company. Even with slowtime, it’s going to feel like months. You’re
wearing a blindfold, which is probably appropriate because every couple of days, just to break
the monotony, a not-very-accurate cosmic sniper fires a random shot at the building. And you
wonder why my sisters don’t get out much?(Of course that’s nothing compared to interstellar
travel, where they freeze you and chop off your limbs to save weight—and grow you new ones at
the other end if you arrive sufficiently intact after decades and centuries in the vasty deep—but
I’m not planning on going to Pluto or Eris or Quaoar to seek passage on one of the starships. At
least, not just yet.)My One True Love’s species used to dream about space travel. It’s ironic:
They were so badly designed for it that a couple of minutes’ exposure to vacuum would have
killed them irreversibly. To go up and beyond Earth’s atmosphere required elaborate
preparations, a complex portable biosphere—journeys of any duration necessitated
cumbersome and heavy radiation shielding. And that’s before you consider all the other
drawbacks.When they first developed the organs of exploration, there was no there there. So
they built timid, stupid machines and hurled them into the airless void to report back. Then they
built idiot phone exchanges and put them in orbit to fill the void with chatter. Obsessed with
biological replicators, they ignored the most interesting corners of the solar system and focused
on dull, arid Mars. They periodically scurried up above the atmosphere and hunkered down in
tunnels on Luna or ventured on expedition to domes on Mars, and they died in significant
numbers before the end, simply because canned primates couldn’t thrive in vacuum or survive
solar flares.Late in the day, when there weren’t enough of them left, they sent people like me—
intelligent servants—to run the domed bases and camps and to conduct their research by proxy,
and finally to build cities that they would never walk the streets of. Some of the people they sent
were orthodox in body plan, but most were designed for vacuum and high-radiation
environments and corrosive cloudscapes and microgravity. They—we—slaved in mining camps
and died in launch accidents and built places where my True Love’s kind could live, made
somewhere out of nowhere . . . but one day they weren’t there anymore. Dead, they were all
dead.(What killed them? I can’t say. Rhea, template-matriarch and prototype of my kind, might
have been able to tell us, for she lived among them in their twilight decades: But she died before
I was instantiated, leaving only stale regrets to we final few who came into being too late to know
True Love.)Before our dead Creators built my kind, space was empty as far as telescopes can
see, and desolate with it. But we filled the void, and now there are places to go. Circumsolar
space has been settled; starships are en route toward the nearer extrasolar worlds, crewed by
the brave and the foolhardy. The colonies are barbarous and lawless compared to the huge
cities of Earth, playgrounds for jaded aristos, where fortunes are made and lost and empires
built and demolished against the breath-taking beauty of sterile planets and moons: And at last
we’re not alone among the stars.But space travel is still shit. It’s expensive and unpleasant, and it
takes you a long way from your friends—but not, unfortunately, your enemies.OF COURSE, I
don’t hibernate for the entire voyage. That would be foolish, and possibly fatal, and although I am



unconvinced that I desire life, I am not yet ready to embrace death. I wake briefly as Lindy
happily chatters her hellos to the laconic High Wire, and I force myself to stay awake as the
spaceship’s tether grabs her and she crawls hubward and settles down on the spaceship’s load-
bearing truss. I sleep again after she bites into the feedlines and power circuit and starts to
metamorphose around me—a boring interlude, as her brain undergoes considerable
rearrangement at this time. And then I wake again as we near our destination.High Wire cycles
permanently between Mercury and Venus on an elliptical transfer orbit, taking half a year on
each trip. He never enters planetary orbit, but uses his powerful tether—a smaller sib to Telemus
—to catch incoming travelers and launch departing ones. Lobbing us up to him, or catching us at
the other end, is the job of the local tethers or maglev tracks at the destination planet. Unlike
many ships, especially in the outer reaches, High Wire works alone, without a crew of auxiliaries.
But he’s not lonely: He gets to talk to a lot of travelers. In fact, it’s almost a rite of passage. So I
spend a good three days hanging upside down from a structural truss covered in cargo pods,
the sunlight casting acid-sharp shadows in front of me, giving him an abbreviated lifedump.“So
you left your home because you wanted to segment your self from your sibs,” High Wire rumbles
thoughtfully. (He pitches his voice low, adopting the gravitas due his station.) “But you are fond of
them. Why did you do that?”“They were dying too fast.” I hug the graveyard of memories inside
Lindy’s silent chrysalis. “I couldn’t stand to think I’d be just another.”“But they were all older than
you, subjectively. Your sixty-one-year gap.”“What’s six decades?” I’d shrug if I could. “We
developed differently, of course, but we all had the same problem.” The yawning hole in the
center of our badly designed lives. “How can you love yourself if you can’t love somebody
else?”“Many people do not find that a problem,” High Wire muses. “They exist adequately
without loving anything, themselves included.”“Yes, but that’s not the point. You’re happy, you’re
doing exactly what you were designed to do. But imagine ... imagine somebody invented
teleportation and made you obsolete overnight. What would you do then?”Without missing a
beat, High Wire replies; “Without a job, I think I would head for the stars, to see what’s out
there.”He’s obviously been thinking about that question a lot . . .BUT WHY WOULD anyone want
to go off-Earth?I did. Once.I had a lot to run away from. Too many bad memories, too many sibs
gone before me into the beyond . . . I’m one of the last, instantiated after we were already
obsolete, frozen for over sixty years at one point, running far beyond my design. Over the past
century the exigencies of space travel have driven body fashion in a direction I can’t follow.
Designed as companion for my One True Love (deceased), my sense of identity is strongly
bound to my physical shape. I can’t easily remodel myself as a chibi-san, small, wide-eyed, and
big-headed, because it would deny my whole purpose, lovely and obsolete. Without even that
tenuous raison d’être, I might as well die. And so, demoted from goddess to ogress with close-
set, tiny eyes, I chose to flee.We all make mistakes, don’t we?ALL GOOD TIMES come to an
end, and bad times, too: boring ones just taper out. I sleep after my tête-à-tête with the shipmind,
and when I awaken, Mercury is a blazing-hot disk, visible just beyond the rim of Lindy’s
sunshade. “Wake up, sleepy bones!” she sings. “It’s time to disembark!”I glance around. On



every side of me, cargo pods are twitching from their slumbers and changing shape, growing
legs and grapples and ion thrusters, and migrating toward High Wire’s tether. “How do we
land ... ?” I start to ask, then feel Lindy shudder.“On a rail! It’s fun!”“On a—” A memory of Mercury
tickles my head, but it belongs to a dead sister I haven’t fully internalized. Juliette, maybe? One
of the wild ones. I can but clutch the box of soul chips and swear to myself. Lindy is expanding
lengthwise, reconfiguring around me. “How long have we got to go?”“Not long! Not long at all!”
And she lets go of High Wire’s tether.All around us, pods and cocoons and modules are
scattering from the High Wire like fluff from the hub of a bursting flywheel, propelled by spring-
loaded ejectors or dropping from the end of the tether. A snowstorm of mechalife swarms in the
void as the gangling cycler ship fires up his ion drive and backs away slowly. For a moment my
view blacks out as Lindy shields my face from the searing godwheel sun, then we roll around
under the impulse of a tiny thruster and I see Mercury ahead of me, a half disk now visible,
burnished and shining, larger than my fists held at arm’s length. “Two hours, and we’ll be down!
Whee!” Lindy squeezes. “Are you worried? Be happy! I can relax you!”On a rail. I have an archaic
emulation mode in my fight/flight module. It makes me swallow, my throat dry. “Massage. Please.”
Resolved: If I’m to die at a time not of my choosing, I will die happy. But Lindy’s theory of mind is
too weak to model me, and so she takes me at my word. I arrive on Mercury butt first, scared
witless, with my spine totally relaxed. Just as well, really.Mercury’s escape velocity is over four
kilometers per second, and there’s no atmosphere to speak of. We are coming in at just over
orbital velocity, without a thruster pack, and there can’t possibly be enough orbital tethers for this
crowd. But the Mercurials have come up with a solution: the equatorial maglev track. Come
down just so, and its magnets will catch you in a grip of steel and drag you to a standstill at the
gates of Cinnabar. (Miss it even by centimeters, and you learn exactly what it’s like to be a
meteorite.)The maglev track is a blinding-bright line slashed across the cratered lunar landscape
of Mercury. We’re landing in daylight but driving into the twilight zone, with the searing solar glare
blasting our shadow across the gray-brown landscape that blurs beneath us. I can’t look back—
even if I could, Lindy’s solar parasol would block the view—but there’s a string of glittering pods
lined up behind our approach path, like those arrayed in front, all with blinking emerald beacons
like an expensive and fragile necklace. The horizon pancakes up and flattens beneath me as the
landscape unwinds. It seems to speed up as we fall toward the track. Mountains frame the
distant horizon. Is that Cinnabar’s huge dome I see at the vanishing point? I’m not sure—even
with vision boosted to the max, I can’t quite make it out. “This is the fun part!” Lindy enthuses.
“Try not to flinch! Whee! ”The horizon is coming up fast now. I glimpse sawtooth underpinnings
as a giant hand grabs us and squeezes. For a moment my vision sparkles with myriad brilliant
disconnects, pixelating alarmingly; then a series of titanic jolts rattle my teeth in my head and try
to squeeze me down into a puddle. My spine creaks as Lindy’s grip tightens painfully, and I can
feel myself bloating, my internals settling in the grip of her foam. But then the deceleration eases,
and my vision stabilizes. I can’t see directly ahead, there’s something in the way—something on
the track ahead of us. For a panicky moment I think, We’re going to crash! then I realize it’s a



fellow steerage passenger. The struts beneath the track are still skimming past alarmingly fast,
but they’re no longer a sawtooth blur. We must be down to less than a thousand kilometers per
hour. “Is it always like that?”No reply. My vision fades to black.“Lindy?” I ask.There is a pause.
Then a strange male voice in my ears says: “Thank you for traveling with Astradyne Tours. Your
journey is now at an end, and flight-support services are terminating. You will shortly arrive in the
inbound reception area at Cinnabar City trackside terminus. To disembark safely, please wait
until you see a steady green light above your disposable pod and the pod peels open—”“Lindy?”
I ask again. But she doesn’t reply. And I realize soon enough that she never will. I’m on my own
again.Silent MovieMERCURY, UNIQUELY AMONG the planets, is locked in a spin/orbit
resonance with the sun; it revolves on its axis and has days and nights, but it takes three of its
days to orbit the sun twice. At noon, things get a little hot on the surface—even hotter than down
among the half-melted valleys of Venus. At midnight it’s as cold as Pluto or Eris. They build
power plants here, vast beampower stations that fly in solar orbit, exporting infrared power to the
shipyards of the dwarf planets of the Kuiper Belt, out beyond Neptune. To build and launch those
power plants, they need heavy elements—mined locally. And guess what? Someone needs to
run those mines.To avoid the extremes of temperature, the city of Cinnabar rolls steadily around
the equator of Mercury on rails, chasing the fiery dawn. Thermocouples on the rails drain the
heat of daylight into the chill of the wintry night, extracting power to propel the city at a fast
walking pace, year in and year out. There are other nomad cities on Mercury, but I believe
Cinnabar is the largest, and by extension the largest railway train in the solar system. But it’s no
express.Sixteen tracks span a cutting that slices across craters and through mountain ranges
with Sisyphean consistency—a cutting with a floor of melted rock, fused by the continuous
megaton heat-flash of an orbital mirror over a hundred kilometers across. The city grinds ever
onward along this artificial scar, a vast articulated behemoth two hundred meters wide and
twenty kilometers long. The domes and spires of the rich gleam beneath the vanishing starlight,
their peaks clawing toward the blazing, unrefracted sunrise that must forever stay just out of
reach. I slide along the maglev track, a prisoner sewn up inside Lindy’s corpse, closing feetfirst
with the shadows of the city until I coast up a ramp and come to a standstill beneath the arching
ice-rimed shadow of Cinnabar’s vast arrival hall, with a last gentle bump. “Good-bye, Lindy,” I
whisper, as the triple-jointed arms swing down out of the darkness above and unfold their cutting
blades, slicing me free of her mortal husk.It takes me little time to clear the immigration
protocols. They’re mostly concerned with monitoring for pink goo—there have been a spate of
outbreaks on Venusian floaters recently—but my steerage status reassures them. (Lindy’s
packing foam is riddled with digestive parazymes: If one of our Creators tried to travel that way,
they’d have arrived as a deeply eroded skeleton.) “Enjoy your stay,” the shakedown captain
advises me, as I pass him one of my precious reserve of Reals. “Try to stay out of the darkside,
nu?”Darkside? I smile and nod as I step through the doorway into air and light. I’d follow it up, but
I’m not on the local grid yet. I look around the concourse. Mercury is famously metal-rich, so the
signs of evident wealth are misleading: They pave their streets with gold for its thermal



properties and corrosion resistance. The buildings are close-fronted, windowless, and
forbidding. Above my head, a partially transparent roof blocks the starlight and filters the long
shadows of the towers. There are a plethora of body plans on display, but as is usual away from
Earth, I’m still the outsize freak. I find a public grid terminal near one exit, and I squat next to it
and guide its fibrous leech into the empty socket under my hairline. “Can’t you reduce your
height?” it complains querulously. “You’ll damage me if you stretch!”“I’ll try. Comfortable?”It
misses my sharp tone. “That is an improvement. Let me see. Twenty centimes, please?” I release
my wallet and lean back. My vision flickers, then returns. “Your keys, now.” I let my wallet open
farther and exchange keys with the terminal over the secure channel. “Good, you are now
configured, Person Freya. Your mail will be forwarded. You may disconnect now.”I stand up,
relieved that I don’t have to deal any further with the little bigot. “Bye,” I say, and run my fingers
through my hair as I try to decide what to do next. New planet, first call: I’ve done this before. My
weight is the first clue. I’m heavier than on Mars, but much lighter than Venus or Earth. It puts a
spring in my toes even before I extend my heels. “A hotel,” an echo of one of my sibs whispers
through my lips. “You need to find a hotel and install a sister who’s been here before. And you
need to deepsleep.”She’s right. I need a local guide, however out of date. Plus, a hotel sounds
like a good idea on general principles. I feel like shit. That’s not surprising, given what I’ve just
been through; ionizing radiation doesn’t cause the same kind of damage in us that it causes in
old-fashioned biological organisms, but most of my nonrigid tissues are mechanocytes, and
high-energy particles can disrupt their internal control systems. Mechanocytes may be more
robust than biological life, but they don’t have the magic replicative and repair abilities of pink
goo; if you off-line enough of them, the superorganism has a problem. I can repair a handful of
faults myself, but right now I’m down about 4 percent below normal—which will take time to fix—
and if I let it slide below 10 percent I’ll have to look for medical help. (And won’t that be fun, with
my depleted savings?)So. A hotel it is.I don’t ask for much—privacy, a door I can lock, molten
water on tap, pressure, and oxygen. But swift-footed Mercury is at the bottom of a very deep
gravity well, eleven kilometers per second below even rosy-cheeked Venus, and not many
people come to visit. Those who do are evidently rich, or they’re indentured miners, and there’s
barely anything between the swank and swag of the Cinnabar Paris and an unpressurized bag
hanging from the underside of a conveyor feedline. In the end I check my schedule and discover
that the gap between my arrival and the departure time Ichiban mentioned is only about six days
(Earth, not local), so I bite the numb patch that’s appeared on my lower lip and go wheedle my
way into the cheapest the Paris has to offer.The huge vaulted dome and polished olivine floor
notwithstanding, the Paris is a recent construct; it’s oriented around the needs of aristos and
mercantiles, heavy-element brokers and jewelers. “We have a room for madame,” insinuates the
front desk, “but alas, it is not cheap.”“How not cheap?” I ask, leaning close to his plinth. He’s just
a disembodied head on a box—the hotel is his body—but he’s a handsome head, properly
proportioned, and his elusive smile is quite charming.“Nine Reals.” That would cover the rent on
my little room for a month. “That’s per twenty-four hours,” he adds.“Can you do any better than



that?” I ask, raising an eyebrow and trying not to look desperate. If Ichiban’s friends are paying
me, I can afford it, I speculate. But if they aren’t, I’ll be in hock up to my tits, and that’ll mean
indenturing myself or borrowing from my sisters, and I really don’t want to do that. I may be poor,
but at least I own all my own assets. “For five days?”“You’re one of Rhea’s line, aren’t you?” He
positively purrs. “One of your sibs stayed with us a few years ago. A lovely guest, delightful
company. If you can find her memories, perhaps I could lose your bill?”Well! So the hotel has a
traditional body fetish? I run my finger along the line of his disembodied jaw, then blow him a
kiss, racking my brain for clues as to which of my more dissolute sibs might have tarried here.
Yelena? Or Inga? Juliette, perhaps? I know Inga had a habit of staying with high-class hotels,
milking them for as long as she was welcome, but Juliette’s the one who traveled around a lot.
Came to a bad end, I gather, but if she knew Paris, it’s worth trying. In any case, I haven’t worn
her soul yet, so I might as well make a start on her. “What was her name?” I ask bluntly.“Juliette.
Was she one of yours?”“Oh, yes.” In truth I am not moodful for this game, especially after Lindy’s
torrid embrace. But I’m certain Juliette’s soul is in my graveyard, and I can let her handle Paris.
(Unless she’s one of those idiots who pulled her own chip while having sex, out of a misplaced
desire for posthumous privacy.) “Perhaps we can do a deal, depending on your fixtures and . . .
fittings. What have you got for me?”“I’ll show you.” He smiles widely and a plush red-carpeted
chaise rolls voluptuously up behind me. “If you’d care to take a seat?”The Cinnabar Paris is
luxurious, traditional, and discreet. He sweeps me across his lobby and up to the sixth floor,
where he installs me in the Bridal Suite. “Many of our rooms have ceilings too low for you,” he
explains, “so I thought this would be more comfortable. But you must have had a tiring journey;
forgive me! Feel free to call if you want anything.” And then he withdraws his motile extensions,
leaving me alone in a lush, carpeted room about half the size of a spaceport, with diamond
windows opening out across the top of the city dome to display a view of the mountainous
horizon.I manage to walk as far as the bedroom bay—pink wallpaper and gilt cherubs guarding a
water bed large enough to irrigate the Hellas Basin, horns of plenty and pillars of joy flanking it—
then I sit down and unsling my bag. When I open it, the graveyard is covered in frost, a sprinkled
souvenir of outer space. I blow on it to warm it up, then open the lid. Neat translucent soul chips
stand in ranks in its brittle velvet lining. I run my right index finger across their tops, feeling their
labels with my readsense until I find Juliette’s memorial. Another recent suicide in the family, if I
remember the circumstances correctly. This one arrived less than a year ago, quite
unexpectedly. Of late my sibs have been dying faster than I can replay their memories. I shiver: If
that intruder had succeeded in stealing the graveyard, what secrets that are rightfully mine might
I never learn? I hold her soul in my clenched fist for a minute to warm it up, then reach around
and slide it into the free socket just under my hairline. Then I lie down, couple myself to the
suite’s complementary electrical feed, and collapse into maintenance mode. That’s all I know
about for several hours.I REALIZE THIS process may be unfamiliar to you, and I should
therefore explain it in detail, but I am no initiate of the reproductive mysteries. And if you’re
looking for a technical explanation, you’d better look elsewhere. All I can tell you is that within my



bones there are hollow spaces filled by the techné devices we call Marrow—mechanisms that
can tear down and rebuild mechanocytes, transport them to and from their designated places,
and thusly repair damage. Unlike pink goo, this capability is reasonably safe: Our designers did
not equip all our subassemblies with the promiscuous, wild, uncontrollable ability to respawn. So
we are not subject to the efflorescences and malfunctions that haunt polynucleotide replicators.
No mutations, cancer, and senescence for me!Having witnessed deepsleep in my sibs, I can
affirm that it is aesthetically displeasing, a day trip through the uncanny valley. An onlooker
would see my skin loosen and strange lumps and blemishes appear. Muscles contract and
twitch, and in some cases wither. Eyes sink back in their sockets beneath tight-shut lids, then
refill and harden. Over the space of six hours my body bloats and reddens, then shrinks and
refirms, new mechanocytes migrating into place to replace damaged ones. Features puff up,
then implode with high-speed autolysis before solidifying and reemerging. The undead
deepsleeping body sprouts new and shapely cheekbones and symmetrical eyes, full lips, a
strong chin, and a high forehead. Finally, chromatophores come online and add texture, color,
and life to my skin. One day, if I am killed, my body will enter this cycle but not return, dismantling
itself right down to a skeleton eerily like that of my Dead Love’s kind. But for now I merely die a
little, and am reborn fresh and repaired. It’s the fate that awaits us all—unless we take the final
cloud-top dive.WHILE MY BODY is restoring itself, my mind is adrift. I free-associate, dreaming
vividly as I randomly integrate the shards of memories and fragments of experiences recorded
on Juliette’s life, recorded in her soul chip and bequeathed to my graveyard on her death. We’re
of the same lineage, initialized from a chip recorded by our template-matriarch Rhea, and so we
can access memories from one another’s chips without damage or malfunction ensuing. But
only experiences she had while wearing this particular chip will come through clearly; older
memories or thoughts are recorded as fuzzy echos, memories of memories. Most of us wear our
soul chips continuously, as backup, but there are exceptions. If you really, truly, want to do
something that you want nobody to know about, not even after you’re dead, you can take your
soul chip out and try not to think about your actions thereafter... and then there are the full-scale
image dumps, taken in a lab with special equipment, when you want to create a template for
initializing new sibs. (You can initialize from a soul chip that’s been updated for long enough, but
there’ll always be dropouts and traces of paramnesia. Not recommended . . .)To integrate her
lost decades in full, to lend an echo of life to her soul, will take me months or years. Unconscious
skills and learned reflexes transfer first, of course. That’s what the mechanism was designed for:
to facilitate the horizontal spread of desirable new capabilities between worker-sibs, staving off
the unwelcome day of obsolescence. Actual memories and thoughts start to come through much
later, after the initial neural pathways have formed. There is no pain as yet; I haven’t worn her
long enough to receive more than a perfumed hint of her presence in my head, much less felt
the final anguish that led her to unchip herself before she played Russian roulette with an
antique machine pistol (according to Nike, who sent me the chip).Right now I simply sense her
as another sister in my head, more extrovert and cynical than I, wearing a brittle disguise of



bright and joyous hedonism to conceal the wound in her soul. Juliette did indeed travel widely—
though why, I am as yet unsure—and my entry in the lobby brings echoes of déjà vu bubbling
from the deep well of her memories. A sense of purpose: She was here, visiting Cinnabar, for a
reason—something I do not recall from her fluffy, flighty confidences at the time.
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Anthony, “Another great SF novel from a true master of the art.. The story is set a few hundred
years in the future with society spread out over the solar system and starting to send out
starships to nearby systems. Freya is a sentient fully conscious sex robot designed as the
perfect concubine for human males. Designed to be submissive and highly sexual. Yeah. Think
about the injustice of that for a minute. But then it really gets going. All the humans are dead, the
society consists of their robot descendants who have established a rigid and brutal slave society.
Emulating their creators no doubt. Freya is still free but poor. Struggling to get by. As she points
out you’re not really free if you’re poor are you. In just a sentence devastating contemporary so
called ‘libertarian’ self-serving nonsense. There is a running background political critique, as
well as a good look at consciousness and identity issues. But the main thing is the plot and
characters. Freya is dragged into all sorts of conspiracies and others are trying to kill her. It gets
complicated. My only criticism is it gets a bit too convoluted. When reading a novel I refuse to
take notes and construct flow charts - too much like my day job. So I’m sure I missed some of
the connections and subplots. But the main idea is clear. Can’t say what that is that’s the mystery
to begin with.So, another fascinating, richly detailed, idea filled SF novel from a master of the
art. With lots of important questions and moral issue in the background. Oh and let’s not forget -
in places deeply sarcastic. I got a few good belly laughs out of it.”

Rich H., “Weird, but good. I starting reading this maybe ten years ago and stopped halfway
through. Decided to try again the other day, and I'm not sure what made me bail the first time.
This isn't bad, being a tale of the adventures of Freya, a humanoid robot in the future Solar
System, now populated solely by robots of various degrees of humaniformity, homo sapiens
having apparently gone extinct long ago. Freya becomes a reluctant secret agent of sorts,
ferrying contraband and information from planet to planet while becoming increasingly curious
about her ancestry (earlier models of her "bloodline") and just what happened to the humans
she was made to admire and love (in more than one sense of the word.)This novel is clearly a
tribute to Robert A. Heinlein; the parallels and inside references to Heinlein's Friday Jones
character are numerous and thinly veiled. Which is fine; this is a very different story from the
novel Friday, and the homage just makes it more fun if you're familiar with Heinlein's later work.
It's worth a read, and we'll soon see whether the follow-on book Neptune's Brood is as good.
Five stars.”

Kuma, “Imaginative, Intelligent and Entertaining Sci-Fi. Charles Stross has crafted a deeply
thoughtful, elegant and many layered science fiction tale. The story is a fantastic mix of
traditional sci-fi concepts (there are sly nods to things such as "Ghost in the Shell", "Do Androids
dream electric sheep), coupled with fresh perspectives, new ideas and slick narrative and
dialogue.The most interesting aspect of this novel is that it is set after humanity's extinction, and



is a tale of robotic society that survives the extinction. This offers a refreshing and new
perspective on the traditional human/robot relationship, with robots having to come to terms with
the emotional fall out of there being no humans, as well as tapping into an interesting trend in
science fiction of looking at non-human propogation of human culture (there are some amusing
comments about contemporary philosophy within the text).With regards to the story, I am
unwilling to discuss it too much in case it spoils the novel for potential readers. However for
those readers who might be worried about Freya's (the main character) role as a courtesan, I
would say that this is well handled and works well within the story, if anything it provides a useful
point of empathy for a reader by providing a "more" human robot with emotions. The real delight
for any reader will be from the well written narrative and some snappy dialogue which works to
create a vivid, elegant and tangible sci-fi universe.All in all I would recommend this work to
anyone interested in reading a good, enjoyable and different sci-fi adventure.”

I. Baxter, “Should have been a series.. We've had a lot of "people as robots" stuff lately, and this
takes it the final mile and gives us "robots as people". The human race having accidentally
shuffled off and left the Solar System to it's greatest creations, the robots are still striving to live
in a bizarre imitation of their masters' ways. Being robots, nobody stays dead or alive for long,
and re-lifeing and morphing are just a part of the strange environment here created. I was
sufficiently immersed by the time it had ended, that I was half a mind to search Amazon for the
next bit, till it soaked in that there wasn't one. There should have been! And while your at it Mr
Stross, do us another "Laundry Files" book as well please, a real full size dead tree job, not an e-
book,odd short story, rpg, or anything else but a new complete novel. Ta!”

muddy-funster, “Convoluted but enjoyable. Interesting questions about the future of humanity
and the science and technology of Freya's universe is well thought through. But the "wheels
within wheels" plot twists were borderline incomprehensible.”

John Grieve, “Heinlein taken to conclusion. For your Friday reading. The Heinlein world of free
markets and self determination is given a make over. What happens when humans are gone and
androids have to run the civilization on their own.”

The book by Charles Stross has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 274 people have provided feedback.
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